Manage/Monitor Your IT Assets!

ARE YOU PREPARED…
Management is the key part of every organization and
when it comes to IT Asset management, it becomes vital.
Managing assets like computers / laptops and software in
the organization is a very tedious and time consuming job.
This requires a very large scale data gathering and
reporting system, which leads to more human resource
requirement. After all this arrangement it is still difficult to
gather all the data and reports in time. Data gathering and
report generation mostly take much time than expected. A
delayed report leads to late responses which lead to loss
of business and time.
IT asset management plays a vital part of every IT enabled
organization.
It
helps
stopping
unauthorized
software/Hardware installation as well as increases
security
aspects.
Unauthorized/pirated/suspicious
software can leads to loss of goodwill, market reputation
and compromise with security. Loosing data and
reputation for any organization is not good by any means.

YOUR PEOPLE DEFINE YOUR
COMPANY. HOW CAN YOU MAKE
SURE YOU HAVE THE BEST?

ASSET LOGGER CAN HELP…
Asset Logger provides you both Time and IT
Asset management in a single solution. It
provides all the information of any computer,
which is important for management
perspective. It monitors uses of applications on
the computer and generate reports of
computer user activities. It also provides
Installed Software and Hardware information of
computer and auto updates that information. It
helps you to evaluate computer user
performance and diagnose potential threats for
organization. By monitoring uses of resources it
helps you to manage resources more
effectively. Asset Logger provides you real-time
accurate reports which help you to take
decisions on time and monitor your assets.
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Key F EATURES :
1.

Manage/Monitor Your IT Assets!

Hardware Monitoring: - Asset
Logger monitors vital hardware information of the
computers. It also keeps track of any hardware
changes. It helps inventory and asset managers in
managing hardware with very little efforts.
2.

Software Monitoring: -

Asset
Logger monitors software installed on the
computers. It keeps track of installed software,
whenever any user installs or uninstalls any
software it automatically updates the centralized
server so that Software and License managers gets
most updated information. This also helps in
Software License and inventory management.

3.

Application Uses: - Asset Logger monitors activities of computer user. It watches all the applications accessed by the
computer users and logs them. It keeps track of application name, process name and how much time it is used. This data is stored date wise
and administrator can access this data via administrator portal.
4.

Central Configuration: - Asset Logger provides centralized configuration system, so that if any administrator wants to
change the configuration or policies he/she just has to change it on one place and it gets reflected in whole system. It ensures that each
and every computer gets updated configuration / policies.
5.

Auto Update H/w Information: -

One time hardware information generation is one task and managing that

information up-to-date is another task. Asset Logger also handles this task efficiently. It automatically updates any changes of hardware
information to the server. So that up-to-date information is always at the tips of administrators.

6.

Auto Update S/w Information: - Like hardware information monitoring and updating Asset Logger also keeps track of

installed software and changes in software.

7.

Self Updating: - Asset Logger has auto update feature, it means whenever any new version of this application is available it

will update it automatically, there is no download – uninstall – install steps required, the user only has to do is to his/her while it updating
and he/she will be notified after new version is installed. It ensures that every computer has latest version installed on it.

8.

Administrator Portal: - Asset Logger provides a powerful portal for administrators. This portal is used for configuration

and policy management as well as user management and reporting. Administrators can view activity log of any user. This portal shows
hardware and software information with past track of the system.

9.

Alert Notification: - Asset Logger has alert notification system which enables administrators to receive hardware/software

change information on their emails.

10.

Versioning: - Versioning is a feature which is used to keep track of Asset Logger installations. You can create versions of the

Asset Logger installations and distribute them; this will enable you to keep track of other useful information for inventories like which
version was released with which set of computers and filter information on the basis of that information. By this you can keep records of
computers group wise.
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